1. Law would like bibs added in their monthly stats.

2. Thanks to Liz for bringing the “old withdrawn” status (item status 3) to our attention. The status has currently been applied to 968 items (or 906 Bibs). This code is only applied to McWherter items (correct me if I’m wrong) and isn’t such a large number that it would skew the monthly withdraw counts. But it is good to keep in mind.

3. Count use: we will begin to keep track of in-house use of monographs.

4. Cat. Date in bib record: does it update with edits? If so, can this setting be changed? I will investigate, please send examples as you encounter them.

5. ERM would like permission to delete duplicate bibs created by coverage load.
   a. Investigate Duplicate Records in the Coverage Load and establish process for their deletion.

6. You can copy/paste the URLs from searches conducted in Classic Catalog (example) and Encore (example). They don’t time out and are not session specific.

7. We’ll check with III about those databases that are not properly loading in Encore’s article search facets (Project Muse, HeinOnline, CQ Researcher, CINAHL, ISI, Journals @ Ovid).